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ABSTRACT

Pigeons t preference for small immediate reinforcement

versus larger but more delayed reinforcement was tested

under two main conditions. In the first assessment, Rachlin

ard Greeds (1972) model of self-control was used. This model

incorporates the phenomenon of commitment which is defined

as Lhe relative number of responses emitted to a key that,

provides access only to large delayed reinforcement. Com-

mitment is said to be controlled by temporal variables.

Specifically, the probability of commitment should increase

as the time between the response and the presentation of

reinforcement increases .

The second setting in which preference \,vas tested in-

volved a mod.ified version of Rachlin and Greenrs (1972) pro-

cedure. A schedule requirement was inserted into the pro-

cedure subsequent to the emission of the response which de-

fined commitment or noncoiltmitment. (Noncommitment was de-

fined as response which occurred to a key leading to a

choice between smal1 immediate and large delayed reinforce-

ment. )

Several problems arose during the first assessment of

preference. These involved. an inability to maintain the be-

havior of some of the birds at the larger temporal values of

the independent variable, and an inability to shift prefer-

ence away from small immediate reinforcement for some sub-

jects at the original values of the long delay. Manipulating



the val-ue of these variables resulted in a resolution of
both problems. The results of this portion of the study in-
dicate that preference for large delayed reinforcement in-
creased in a manner consistent with Rachlin and Greenrs (19721

model, however the effect was more evident in some subiects

than it was in others.

The schedule requirement was introduced following com-

pletion of the first assessment. Except for the addition of
a fixed interval (FI) schedule, aIl other aspects of the

procedure remained constant between the 1ast, phase of the

first test situation and the first phase of the second test-
ing situation. This allowed direct comparison of relative
commitment across testing procedures. The results show that
add.ition of the schedule requirement changed preference a\^ray

from large delayed reinforcement. This effect was strong in
two subjects and minimally present in a third subject. A

floor effect. prevented. assessment of this variable in the

fourth subject.

The results of the stud.y are discussed in terms of

two possible interpretations. The first interpretation in-
volves the notion that the frequency of choosing small im-

mediate reinforcement is increased, relative to choosing

large d.elayed reinforcement, because the immediacy of the

small immediate reinforcer provi-des a more powerful reinforc-

ing effect than is possible under the delayed contingency.

This position, ho\uever, is not consistent, with previous work

l_ l_



on FI schedules. A second interpretation of the data is

that they reflect a tendency of pigeons to prefer the

shorter of two Ff schedules. Although no rationalecan be

given to explain this preference, the phenomenon is consis-

tent with previous literature.

It is concluded that in the absence of a specific be-

havioral requiremen! leading to reinforcement, Rachlin and

Greenrs (L972) model of self-control is vaIid.. However it

is also concluded that the addition of a specific behavioral

requirement is sufficient to change preference Ieve1s, and

therefore any complete account of the process of self-

control must incorporate the effect due to behavioral re-
quirement as well as the effect due to temporal variables.

l- l- l-
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Over twenty years ago Skinner (1953) provided one of
the first, widery publicized, behaviorally oriented. examina-

tions of the concept of serf-control. He began wit.h the pre-
mise that man controls his own behavior in the same manner

he controls the behavior of others through the manipula-
tion of variables which affect that behavior.

. consístent with this interpretatíon, skinner (1953)

maintained that occasions for the necessity of self-control
arise only when behavior results in conflicting contin-
gencies. The term conflicting contingencies refers to the
fact that the behavior has both positive and negative conse-
quences. These consequences, in turn, generate what skinner
termed the controlling response and the coirtrolled response.

The relationship between the two responses is described as

follows: "one response, the controlling response, affects
variabres in such a way as to change the probability of the
other' the controlled response" (skinner, \9s3, p.231) . rt
is quite obvious that the relative probabilities of either
response is a fundamental issue. Therefore to provide an

effective technology of self-contror it is necessary to
identify the variables that affect the responses in question.

Speaking somewhat non-technically, many people have
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pointed out that the relative probability of occurrence for

either the controlling response or the controlled response

is often determined by preference. Although the term prefer-

ence Seems to have been reified., close analysis has shown it

to be a function of other control-ling variables. Aside from

any subjective influence that may be a result of some pecu-

liar reinforcement history, Prêference among various posi-

tive consequences of behavior can be controlled by manipula-

tion of amount, delay and rate of reinforcement (Chung &

Herrnstein, 1967; Herrnstein, L964a¡ Logan, L965) -

In terms of empirical support, the present litera-

ture is fairly consistent with respect to the three variables

just mentioned. Choice or preference and rate of reinforce-

ment has been extensively investigated. Some early work in

this area \^ras carried out by Autor (1969) and Herrnst.ein

(1964a). Both conducted. investigations into the strength of

conditioned reinforcement using an experimental procedure

known as a concurrent chains technique. In this procedure

the S (in both cases pigeons vrere used) responds to one of

two simultaneously available keys. Pecking is maintained by

int,ermittent presentation of a second key colour which has

been paired with a certain schedule of primary reinforcement.

When different colours \^iere presented on alternate keys in

the terminal Iink, with each colour having been paired with

a different schedule of reinforcement, both researchers

found that the relative rate of responding in the initial
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link (a coÍtmon index of preference) was related to the fre-

quency with which primary reinforcement occurred in the

terminal link. In other words ¡ Têlative rate of responding

in the initial link matched the relative raLe of reinforce-

ment in the terminal link. Here the term matched refers to a

proportional relationship between a measure of the independ.-

ent variable and the dependent variable. Several mathema-

tícal formulas have been generated to describe this function

Baum & Rachlin, L969; Herrnstein, L970; Rachlin, 1971).

It should be noted that both Autor (1969) and

Herrnstein (1964a) also measured strength of conditioned

reinforcement in terms of probability of reinforcement

(i"e., the number of responses divided by the number of rein-

forcements). Using a variable ratio (VR) schedule in the

terminal link, Autor Q969) showed that relative rate of res-

ponding in the initial link matched relative probability of

reinforcement in the terminal 1ink. Although matching in

terms of probability of reinforcement was obtained in both

Autorts (1969) work and in Herrnsteinrs (1964a) work,

Herrnstein concluded that frequency of reinforcement was a

more appropriate measure because its regression line gave a

closer fit to the line depicting matching than did probabil-

ity of reinforcement.

Logan (1965) used a discrete trials procedure with a

T maze to study the effects of amount and delay of reinforce-

ment upon choice behavior in rat.s. He conducted síx massed
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trials per day with trials one to four being forced choice,

trial five being free choice, and trial six being forced in

the opposite direction of trial five. The relative frequency

of going left or right on trial five was the measure of

choice. Logan showed that both amount and. delay exerted an

effect upon choice, with relative values of some combinations

of the independent variables yielding a preference for one

alternative, other relative values resulting in a choice of

the other alternative, and thirdly, some relative values

yielding indifference or no preference.

Rachlin and Baum (1969) manipulated amount of rein-

forcement (seconds access to grain hopper) on one key of a

two key concurrent situation. Variable-interval (VI) sche-

dules were progranmed independently, with reinforcement on

one key being signalled by the presentation of a red light.

At all other times the key was dark and inoperative. When

the number of second.s access to the hopper was allowed to

vary on the signalled key, while remaining constant on the

standard key, the results showed that relative rate of res-

ponding on the unsignalled key varied inversely with the

duration of reinforcement on the signalled key. Rate of

responding on the signalled key remained constant throughout

the study and in general was approximately equal to the

number of reinforcers dispensed. in a session (20 responses

per hour).

There are several studies which have d.eaIt solely
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vüith delay of reinforcement. Chung (1965a) and Chung and

Herrnstein (L967) have shown that in a two key concurrent

paradigm, relative rate of responding bore an inverse rela-

tionship to relative delay of reinforcement. This may be re-

stated as follows: relative rate of responding matched rela-

tive immediacy of reinforcement, where immediary is defined

as the reciprocal of delay.

Although not denying the importance of delay of

reinforcement as a variable which influences behavior,

Neuringer and Schnei.der (1968) and Neuringer (1969b) gues-

tioned the relative value of cerLain factors that could be

involved in that type of deIay.

Neuringer and Schneider (1968) maintained that be-

havior may be influenced by the time between reinforcements,

the number of inter:reinforcement responses, or a combination

of both. The procedure to test which of the three possi-

bilitj-es was the important. feature involved placing half

their Ss on a fíxed-interval (FI) sched.ule and half on a

fixed-ratio (FR) schedule. By programming a brief black-out

period after each response, the authors were able to vary

the inter-reinforcement interval and the number of responses

independently. Due to the fact that post-black-out and post-

reinforcement pausing increased as black-out duration in-

creased on the FR schedule but not on the FI sched.ule, the

authors concluded that "the time between reinforcement con-

trols responding independently of the number of responses



emitted during that timerr (Neuringer & Schneider, 19681

p. 666).

Neuringer (1969b) stated that past research raised

the possibility that indifference may result from procedures

in which delay of reinforcement would^ be temporally equated

with an FI response requirement. The experiment (Neuringer,

1969b) involved a concurrent chaíns technique in which the

terminal link was either an FI schedule or a black-out con-

dition of the same time length. With terminal links equated

temporally, Neuringerrs data show only a slight preference

for the FI schedule (less than 5U ). This preference was

later shown to be due to the black-out. Taking the bias due

to black-out into account, it was concluded indifference re-

sulted.

In a second portion of the study Neuringer (1969b)

systematically varied the lengths of the terminal link com-

ponents. His findings were that preference for a "standard"

key increased as the length of the component of a "comparison"

key went from shorter to longer, regardless of whether the

standard was the FI component or the delay component. This

conclusion \,vas similar to Neuringer and Schneider (1968) in

that it was felt that, the time (delay) between a response

and. reinforcement for that response controls the probability

of that response regardless of whether other responses in-

tervene.

These findings, especially that of Neuringer (1969b) '
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have implications for preference procedures, for if the res-

ponse to which Neuringer refers is a choice response, then a

logical deduction is that choicê i" ind"pendent of 
"ub=

behavior. Some evidence in supporl of this position is found

in the writings of Rachlin and Green (L972) and Ainslie
(L9741. Both studies are direct tests of self-control para-

digms, and. as such are highly relevant to the current issue"

Rachlin and Green (L972, p.16) take as a basic pre-

mise that preferences are ". governed by the reward ac-

tuaIly obtained and are ind.ependent of behavior per se be-

tween the choice and the rewardt'. Here the term reward re-

fers to a value that is the product of a given delay and a

given magnitude of reinforcement.

Their experimental procedure was desígned. to analyze

commitment as a form of self-control. In relation to self-
control, commitment refers to the emission of a response

which forces the organism to bypass, one reward in favor of

obtaining another. For example, placing one's alarm clock

on the other side of the room is a commitment response which

forces the individual to get up. In the morning the possi-

bility of choosing has been forfeited by the prior commit-

ment.

The experimental setting involved a modified con-

current chains procedure. The initial link involved two

keys illuminated with a white light. The initial link could

be completed by an FR 25, distributed in any manner across
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the two keys" The location of the 25th peck determined the

nature of the second link. A peck to the right hand key

resulted in a black-out period of t seconds, which terminated

with the appearance of. a red and a green coloured key. One

key peck to the red key resulted in immediate access to two

seconds of reinforcement followed by six seconds of black-

out. One peck to the green key resulted in an additional
four second black-out and then four seconds of reinforcement.

Termination of the initial link FR 25 on the left hand key

also resulted in a t second black-out. However, here the

period defined by t was followed by the appearance of the

green key alone which had the same schedule consequence as

previously described. The overall procedure is d.epicted in

Figure 1.

Insert Figure I about here

Rachlin and Green (L972) hypothesized and subsequently

confirmed that at low values of t there would be a preference

for immediate reward; however as t increased in vaIue, prê-

ference would shift to the larger but more delayed reward.

Thus in the initial link, the left hand key would be preferred

since it provided the only viable means of obtaining this re-

ward. (The left key is desiginated as the only means of gain-

ing access to the larger reward because of the fact that given

a choice between immediate reinforcement and delayed rein-

forcement, the Ss virtually always chose immediate reinforce-



Figure 1. Schematic presentat,ion of the procedure used
by Rachlin and Green (1972) " In the initial
link, both keys are white. A black-out
period of t seconds separates the initial
link from -the terminal 1ink. In the terminal
link, the red key is paired with the sma1l
immediate reinforcer, while the green key ispaired with large delayed. reinforcement.
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ment) .

Ainsliers (1-974\ study of self-control paraI1e1s

Rachlin and Greenrs (L972) work in that both models indicate

that preference is a function of delay of reinforcement.

Indeed, Rachlin (1970) ties the experiments together when he

discusses Ainsliesr original work in terms of "gradients of

delay of reinforcement".

Ainslie's (L974) procedure involved the presentation

of two stimulus colours and a delay period in which the key

r^ras dark. On each trial a green light initially illuminated

a single key for 7.5 seconds. One key peck during this

period resulted in a delay period which lasted until the

trial terminated with 4 seconds access to graín" If no peck

occurred during green, Lhe key went dark for 4.5 seconds

(tfre key was also inoperative) . This was followed by a 3

second presentation of a red key Iight.. A key peck during

red resulted in 2 seconds immediate access to reinforcement.

If no pecks occurred to red, it was followed with 4 seconds

reinforcement.

Ainslie's data show that, some of his birds learned

to peck the green key and thus received the larger amount of

reinforcement. In a subsequent control procedure, Ainslie

extinguished responding to the green stimulus by presenting

red regardless of what the organism did. He also extin-

guished responding to red by making a 2 second blank in il-

Iuminat.ion the only consequence for responding.
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Several other studies have addressed themselves to
the issue of self-control in non-human subjects (Fantino,

1966; NeuringêT ¡ I969a¡ Mahoney & Bandura, Ig72; Lambert,

Bersh, Hineline & Smith I 1973). The Fantino (1966) study and

the Lambert, Bersh, Hineline and Smith (1973) study resemble

Rachlin and. Greenrs (L972) and Ainslie's (I974) work. The

colnmon feature of all four studies is the attempt to train a

response that will provide maximum benefit in situations in-
volving more than one source of reinforcement. The other
studies (Neuringer, I969a¡ Mahoney & Bandura, L972) relate
more to the notion of self-reinforcement.

Fantino (1966) was able to show that pigeons could

withhold responding for brief periods in order to obtain
greater reinforcement. rn Fantinors study, respond.ing in the

presence of a red key light resulted in immediate rej-nforce-
ment followed by a period of extinction. If the organism

did not respond to the red key, it eventually turned green.

The conseguence of responding in green \¡¡as the presentation

of primary reinforcers in the absence of any extinction
period. Following a training period of six months, some of
the pigeons in this st.udy vrere able to withhold. responding

f.or a period of three seconds in order to obtain the sreater
amount of reinforcement.

The Lambert et aI. (1973) study is the negative

version of Rachlinrs (1974) self-control paradigm. In this
study, rats had to emit a response, which was immediately
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followed by sh-ock, in order to prevent the delayed onset of
five identicaL shocks spaced one second apart" A lever press

and a shuttle response were tested in this study. The

authors al-so tested subjects when escape from the delayed

shocks was prevented and when it was possible. The data re-
vealed that the rats were able to learn the punished res-
ponse which provided a means of avoid.ing larger delayed aver-
sive stimulation.

Neuringer (1969a) and Mahoney and Bandura (1973) were

able to train pigeons to peck a key before allowj_ng them-

selves to eat from a hopper that was continuously available
during any given tríal. Mahoney and Bandura (1973) defined
the behavior as self-reinforcement because it met the criteria
of j-nvolving the free availability of the reinforcer and

completion of a "required" response prior to delivery of the

reinforcer. catania (1975), however, has pointed. out that a

behavioral seguence involving two responses, the second of
which involves the derivery of the reinforcer, does not de-

fine self-reinforcement per se. He concludes that even

though Mahoney and Bandura (1973) have demonstrated. the opera-

tion of self-reinforcement, they failed to demonstrate the
process of self-reinforcement. rn other words, they did not
demonstrate that the delivery of the reinforcer increased

the probabilit,y of the response.

Burns and Powers (L975) are apparently the first re-
searchers to have published a systematic replication (across
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species) of Rachlin and Greenrs LI972) work. The authors

used two male humans age 9 and t0 years as subjects. Tokens

which were exchangeable for money were used as reinforcers.
The procedure closely parallered Rachlin and Green (L972)

with some minor modif ications. The children \,vere run at t
values of 0, 4, 8, 12, 16, 32 and 64 seconds. The data ob-

tained in this experiment did show that preference reversed

as t was manipulated, however the direction of the relation-
ship was the opposite of Rachlin and Green'|s (rg7z) find-
ings. For the children in the study, increases in t re-
sulted in increasing preference for immediate reinforcement.

In many of the studies just cited (i.e., Ainslie,
L974; Burns & Powers , ]-975 ¡ Fantino, 1966¡ Lambert et aI.,
1973; Rachlin & Green, 1972) , it was assumed that time was

the sore controlling variable regard.ing preference for de-

layed versus immed.iate reinforcement. This implies that any

behavior involved will have a sum zero effect that is
any behavior involved in the situation, neither adds nor de-

t,racts from the reinforcement varue of the situation. while
this position is consistent with Neuringer (1969b) and would

seem to be supported, at least indirectly by Rachlin and.

Green (1972) and. Ainslie (L9741 , the proced.ural shortcomings

of these experiments make tlreir position hard to d.efend..

None of these experiments (Ainslie, l,974; Neuringêr, L969b¡

Rachlin & Green, L972) utilized. response rate or response re-
quirement as an independent or dependent variable and
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therefore generalization beyond the parameters of the experi-

mental settings is highly restricted. Further t.o this the

work of Logan (1965), upon which the delay functions for the

self-control experiments are based, also does not take into
account the rate at which the behavior occurred,.

In order to make the statement that responses do not

matter one should investigate an adequate sample of situa-
tions in which responses occur. However upon doing this one

discovers that, dL least in some situations, responses seem

to have an effect. The work of Chung (1965b), Fantino (L969) ,

Dukich (1972) 
' and crossman, Heaps, Nunes and Alferink (L974)

ind.icatesthat responses cannot be ignored when a larger range

of values of various response parameters is analyzed.

Chung (1965b) looked at the effect of required force
upon response rate. By ad.justing the key tension he found

that response rate decreased in proportion to ttre tension,
after some crit.ical value was met. A somewhat more relevant
finding, in terms of the present discussion, was brought out
in a second portion of chung's stud.y. The experimental situa-
tion was a two key concurrent procedure in which tension was

matched across keys within a session, but varied between

sessions. The schedules of reinforcement were independent

and unequal (Vf 1 minute, VI 3 minute). The results again

showed an inverse relationship between responding and tension,

however as the tension was increased across sessions, the de-

crease in response rat,e was greater on the \II 3 minute
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schedule than the decrease which occurred on the VI 1 minute

schedule. In other words, the matching relationship was dis-

rupted by the increased key tension.

A second source of evidence in support of the "pro-

response" position comes from a study by Fantino (1969). He

\,ras concerned with choice and " the psychological distance to

rewardrt. The study consisted of two experiments, both of

which used a concurrent chains procedure as a seneral

technique.

In experiment one, initial link responding vùas rein-

forced by the onset of a second stimulus color. As is typi-

ca1 in concurrent chains schedules, the links were mutually

exclusive. The Ss were divided into two groups with half re-

ceiving an FI requirement as one terminal link and a differ-

ential reinforcement of high rate (DRII) sched.ule as the other

1ink. The other half of the Ss were exposed to an FI

schedule versus a differential reinforcement of low rate

(DRI,) schedule.

The results showed that all four Ss could discrimin-

ate the FI from the DRH, while only one of the four pigeons

discrinrinated between the FI and the DRL. Further to thist

all the birds who made the discrimination showed a higher re-

lative response rate for the initial link leading to the FI

component than for the initial link leading to the DRH or

DRL component. This higher relative rate was indicative of

a preference for the FI component and. thus Fantino (1969)
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concluded that the manner in which reinforcement is obtained

affects the choice of that reinforcement.

Dukich (L972) also used a concurrent chains procedure

to test the notion that responses did. not affect choice. The

study involved. three pigeons, responding on VI 1 minute sche-

dules in initial links and on various FR schedules on termin-

al links. One terminal link alternat.ive remained constant at

FR 47 whereas Lhe other alternative varied from FR 3' to FR 23,

to FR 47. Time was equated across terminal links by a black-

out procedure previously described for Neuringer and

Schneider (1968). Dukich (L972) for:nd that choice was in-

versely related to response requirement. That is, as res-

ponse requirement went up, relative preference d.ecreased.

A st,udy by Crossman et aI. (1974) also provides evi-

dence that there is an effect due to responding. The pur-

pose of this study was to assess the role of response re-

quirement in terms of its effect upon pausing behavior. The

procedure involved a multiple FRx, FR 2 + time out (TO) sche-

d.ule, where the value of x varied from 25 responses to 300

responses. The FR 2 + TO component was as follows: One res-

ponse resulted in a black-out condition temporally equated

to the "work time" (time between the first and last response)

on the FRx component" A second response (after the black-

out) resulted in reinforcement. A second experiment was

carried out, using the same procedure, except that inter-

reinforcement intervals (IRI) \^¡ere equated by a yoking pro-

cedure.
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The resulLs of both- experiments showed the pre FRx

pause was consistently longer than the FR 2 + TO pause. It
\^/as also shown that as the value of the FRx component in-
creased, the lengtlr- of the pre FRx pause likewise increased.

The authors concluded that the number of responses is a sig-
nificant factor in determining the length of a pre-ratio
pause.

Quantitative AnSlysis of Reinforcement Value
' Although the aicove literature provid.es fairly sub-

stantiar indirect evidence for the position that responses

do matter in a serf-contror paradigimr rro direct test of this
position has been carried out. rn addition to related empi-

rical evidence, specification of a reasonable theoretical
position would. provide a sound. rationale for conducting an

empirical test. The following is an attempt to derive such

a theoretícal framework.

The experimental study of self-control presented by

Rachlin and. Green (1972) is the only study of this kind which

directly specifies a mathematical formula to account for pre-
ference in terms of self-control. The model was generated

from several sources of empirical data. The relationship
between reinforcement value and the parameters of amount and

delay of reinforcement was derived. mainly from the work of
Logan (1965) and of Ainslie (as described in Rachrin, !970).

The derivation of the matching function comes primarily from

Baum and Rachlin (1969) and Rachlin (1971). This relation-
ship is specified. as:
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v1 
=

î;

where VI/V2 stands for the ratio of reinforcement values,

-'1
E_"2

,D2q (1)

At and A, refer to amount of reinforcementr and D, and D,

describe the delay parameter.

Rachlin and Green (1972) state that the above rela-
tionship specifies reinforcement preference as a funcLion of
delay and amount and is independent of behavior. There is
some ambiguity regarding whether this statement refers to
qualitatively different behaviors or qualitatively similar
behaviors occurring on simultaneous aLternatives. At pre-
sent, ho\nrever, the statement will be taken to refer t.o

qualitatively similar behaviors.

Although some evidence (Logan, 1965¡ Rachlin & Green,

1972; Ains1ie, I974') indicates that reinforcement preference
will reverse over time, this in itself does not preclude the
notion that behavior can exert an effect. upon preference.
(as stated previously, these stud.ies looked at amount and

delay parameters in the context of only one value of response

requirement. rn fact it should. be noted that for Rachlin and

Green (L972) and Ainslie (L974) the Ss were required to emit
only minimal recorded behavior" ) By pointing out that res-
ponding may occur over a variety of values, one raises the
question of whether the matching function specified by equa-

tion 1 will hold across varues. That is, will it remain

valid when a large number of responses are required?
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The experimental procedure of Rachlin and Green

(1972) basical-1y consisted. of setLing up a rrfixed" amount-

delay ratio and then subsequently increasing the delay com-

ponent by adding equal time val-ues to both Dl and Dr. Thus

it. is possible to restate equation 1 as:

\7A'1 "1v;q
(Dz + rì e)
{D-; +--ì\)

where T, and T^ refer to the addition of time to both alter-
l-¿

natives of the situation described by equation 1.

Previous research has shown that the size of a ratio

schedule (variable-ratios, Autor, 1969¡ fixed-ratios, Dukich,

L972) is inversely related to preference for that schedule.

Given this evidence, it may be seen that delay and the number

of responses affect preference in a similar manner. However

it has been pointed out by several researchers (Neuringer,

L969b; Crossman et ê1., L974) that it is extremely difficult

to separate the effect of time from the effect of responses

since both vary together (e.g. ¡ âs in ratio schedules) .

Due to the fact that both the passage of time and

the emission of responses occur simultaneously, it may be

productive to view their separate effects as a cumulative

total" Thus in the self-control paradigm presently r:nd.er

discussion, it may be more appropriate to assign a value to

a particular delay as being equal to the sum of time plus

number of responses.

Although most situations involve responses and time
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varying sirnultaneously, it is possible to allow each to vary

while the other is held constant" Thus in a given situation
it is possible that the relative value of each component may

vary. If this is indeed true, then it should be possible to
change preference through the addition of responses, with

time held constant. (This, of course, assumes that responses

do affect preference.) As such, a more appropriate formu-

lation of the present matching function may be:

vt=At
Yz Az

(Dz + 
") 

(Nz + Yr)õr-ïil qr-Yil (3)

where Xl and X, refer to values of time (including zero) that
may be added to the delays, N1 and N, refer to the number of

required responses in delays 1 and 2 respectively, Yl and

YZ refer to numbers of responses (including zero) that may

be added. to the response requirements, and. all other terms

are d.efined as for equation 1.

One implication of this view is that since prefer-

ence could be changed by the addition of an equal amount of

time to both aLternatives, it would seem to follow that pre-

ference should also change when an equal number of responses

are added to both alternatíves.

Statement of the Problem

What, if anything, does the above theoretical ana-

lysis teIl us about, preference behavior that is relevant to

the issue of self-control?

Several implications can be drawn from this position.
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One interpretation of this situation is that the reinforce-

ment amount-reinforcement delay functions (and hence the

respective indifference points) change as a function of the

behavioral requirement of the situation. A more direct

statement of this position would be that the amount of re-

quired activity must be included in any form of the matching

firnction which attempts to account for self-control.

A second interpretat.ion, not specifically analyzed.

here, involves the notion of qualitatively artd./or quanti-

tati-vely dissimilar behavior" In the natural environment,

the common situation seeflìs to be that small, immediate re-

wards are highly correlated with relatively "easier" be-

havior, while large but more delayed rewards are usually

correlated with relatively "harder" behaviors (i"e., watch-

ing television as opposed to studyirg). If iL is shown that

qualitatively and quantit.atively similar behaviors can affect

the amount-delay functions, then it would seem to follow that

dissimilar alternatives will also affect these functions to

a greater extent. Also, in light of the previous statement

about the natural environment, the effect would probably

occur in terms of a bias for smal1 immediate rewards. This

analysis seriously questions the generality of Rachlin and

Greenrs (L972) and Ainsliers (L974) model of self-contro1,

and suggests that inclusion of a response parameter will in-

crease this generality.

The purpose of the present study is to provide an
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empirical test of the validity of the modeJ-s of preference

for delayed versus immediate reinforcement that have

presently been discussed" If it can be shown that the

addition and manipulation of a behavioral requirement in a

particular situation involving different reinforcement

values can change the preference functions, this would. be

viewed as evidence that responses do exert an effect on the

relative value of a reinforcer. If , on the other hand., the

addition of a behavioral requirement does not change this

functíon, then this would provide evidence for the general-

ity of the amount-delay funct.íons specified in the past

literature.
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TViETHOD

Subj ects

Four Iocally obtained Homing pigeons served as sub-

jects" All bird.s \,\rere experimentally naive at the beginning

of the study. Throughout the study they were maintained at

752 (t 4Z) of their respective free-feed weights. The sub-

jects were not run when deprivatíon levels were less than

722 or exceeded 782.

All subjects were maintained in home cages in a

colony room that was separate from the experimental area.

Automatically timed light cycles provided 16 hours of light

and B hours of darkness per day. t{ater was continuously

available in ttre home cases"

Apparatus

Two Lehigh Valley Electronics sound-attenuated pigeon

chambers were used in this st.udv" The area defined as the

experimental space measured I2;t x 13.8 in x 13.8 in
(31 cm x 35 cm x 35 cm) " The enclosure v/as ventilated by an

exhaust fan which also served to mask extraneous noises.

One waII of the enclosure contained three response

keys 1 in (2.5 cm) in diameter, a 7.5 watt houselight' a

3 in U.5 cm) diameter speaker and a hopper access opening.
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The houselight was mounted 1.1 in Lz,g crn) from the top of
the panel and 6.8 in (17.5 cn) in from the right hand edge.

The response keys were mounted 3.7s in (9.5 cm) from the
top of the panel. The right hand key was 3.7 in (9.3 cm)

in from the right hand edge of the panel. The access open-

ing to the grain hopper measured 2 ín (5 cm) x 2.3 in
(5.9 cm). The lower right corner of the opening was located
3.9 in (20 cm) from the bottom of the panel and 5.9 in.
(14.6 cm) in from the right hand edge. The speaker was 2 in
(S cm) in from the left edge of the panel and 6.3 in
(76.7 cm) from the bottom edge.

In the present study, the center response key was un-

lighted and inoperative. The speaker was also inoperat.ive.

Various wave lengths of light vrere projected onto

the two operative response keys through the use of two

separate rndustrial Electronic Engineers (rEE) one-plane

readout projection cells"
The measured force required to operate the response

keys varied both within and across chambers. rn chamber I
(subjects 563 and 1891) the force required to operate the
left hand key was 20 grams. The force required for the

right hand key was 15 granìs. rn chamber 2 (subjects 436 and

2680) , ttre left hand key required 12 grams force, while the

right ha¡rd required only 7 grams force. During reinforcement

the hopper was lighted"

All sessions r¡¡ere prograrnmed on a Lehigh Valley
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Electronics Interact Computer. The cofitputer was located in
a separate room from the experimental chambers. Data col-
lection was conducted by this same unit, with the data

printouts being generated from a Texas Instruments Silent
700 Electronic Data Terminal.

Procedure

The experiment was divided into several phases. Each

phase will be described in the order of its occurrence.

PrgÈt-n""=V tr"i"i"g.
All subjects were magazine trained and hand shaped to

peck the response key within two 30-minute sessions.

The subjects received four seconds access to feed

wheat for completion of a fixed-ratio schedule that was

gradually increased from continuous reinforcement (CRF) to
a fixed-ratio 25 (FR 25). The manner and. speed in which the

schedule requirement was increased for a particular bird.

was based on casual observation of the response rate and

topography. The development. of the FR 25 schedule require-
ment took place over several days. OnIy one key was lighted
and operative in a given session; however, the position was

alternated every session so that half of the time the bird

was traj-ned on the right hand. key while the left hand key

was used for the other sessions.

Following this, a second portion of the preliminary

training was begun. It was modelled after the preliminary

training procedure of Rachtin and Green (lrg72\. The major
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difference pertained to changes in time values 
"

A single key illuminated by a white light was pre-

sented as the initial link component. The left hand key was

always used. Completion of an FR 25 resulted in a 20 second

black-out which terminated with the presentation of a red

key and a green key. (The left hand. key was green and the

right hand key was red. ) One peck on the green key resulted

in a 20 second black-out followed by six seconds access to

feed wheat." A single peck on the red key resulted in a one

second black-out followed by three seconds access to the

wheat" This in turn was followed by an additional black-out

of 22 seconds. ¡elivery of fiftv reinforcers constitut.ed a

session.

During the first session of this preliminary training

procedure, each bird failed to complete the session within

four hours. Therefore each bird. was given an additional

session of FR 25 training in order to strengthen responding.

The session ended after 50 reinforcements.

The failure of the original procedure resulted in the

subjects being placed. on a revised. training procedure. The

revision to the preliminary training procedure \^ras made at

the black-out following the initial link FR 25. The dura-

tion of the black-out was set at two second.s and remained

there for at least one session. The d.uration of the black-

out was increased by two seconds after each session, Pro-

vided that initial link responding was et''ove 15 responses
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Per minute and that any rate decre4se Erom previous sessions

was not greater than 50% of the mean rate. The value of the

black-out was increased to a maximum of 20 seconds. Each

bird was given two sessions at this value. All birds com-

pleted the traíning within 17 sessions. Subject. 436 com-

pleted it in the minimum time of 11 sessions. subjects 563,

2680 and 1891 required. one, one and six extra sessionsi res-
pectively.

EsLablishing preference change.

Essentially, this phase of the experiment was a sys-

tematic replication of Rachlin and Green (L972) " The desire

to replicate this study necessitated use of virtualry the

same procedure. The setting involved a mod.ified concurrent

chains procedure. In the initiat link, two white keys v¡ere

presented. The initial link could be completed by an FR 25

which summed across both keys. The location of the 25th

response det,ermined the nature of the second link" A res-
ponse to the left hand key resulted in a black-out period of
t seconds. This was immediately followed by the appearance

of a red and a g'reen coloured key. One response to the red

key resulted. in a one second black-out followed by three

seconds access to the grain hopper, and then a further 22

seconds black-out. A single response to the green key re-
sulted in a 20 second black-out followed by six seconds

access to the hopper. completion of the initial link FR 25

on the right hand key also resulted in a t second black-out"
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However, here the period defined by t was followed by the

green key alone, which had th-e same schedule consequence as

previously described. (A schematic description of the pro-

cedure is presented in Figure L, page 8. )

Each session consisted of 10 forced-choice trials in

which the pigeons were forced. to take one alternative over

the other on 502 of these trials. The order of the forced

choices was determined by the use of six "sets" of random

seguences. A different set was used for each session within

a six day cyc1e. The ten forced-choice trials were followed

by 40 free-choice trials. During the free-choice trials,

the location of the 25th initial link response determined

which terminal tink alternative would be presented.. The

total of 50 trials constituted a session.

In order to establish preference change within the

Rachlin and Green (1972) mod.el, a theoretical indifference

value was calculated for the present delay and reinforcement

parameters. The value of the indifference point was derived

via Rachlin and Greenrs Formula (L972, P"16). The obtained

value placed t = 18 seconds. Thus all birds were placed on

the al''ove described procedure with t = 18 second.s. This

followed immediately from the final session of prelinuinary

training.
All subjects were run at t = 18 seconds until the

relative number of commitment responses had stabilized.

Three factors lvere involved in the stability crit.erion.
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1) A minimum of seven sessions on a given condition had to
be completed. 2) The reLative rate of commitment (comm.

res./LoLar res.) for each of the last five sessions had to
be within + 104 of the mean relative commitment rate of
those sessions. 3) The relative rate of commitment could
not show an increasj-ng or decreasing trend over the five
sessions.

This stability criterion was involved in all subse-
quent manipulations except where noted.

The course of the study is schematically presented in
Figure 2" on the left side of Figure 2 the main procedure

that was originalry.developed for this study is shown. Also

Insert Figure 2 about here

shown are a number of procedural variations that resulted. as

a conseguence of individual subjects' behavior. These varia-
tions are shown on the right side of Figure 2. rn arr cases
(i.e., in the main procedure as welr as the varíations) , the
manipulations vüere made in an attempt to answer the original
questions posed..

The goal of the fírst stage of the experiment was to
increase the relaLive level of comrnltment responding above

0.50. when the t varue was at theoretical indifference, arl
birds were well below the 0.50 value. Therefore the varue

of t was raised for three of the four subjects. subject lg91
did not receive increases in the value of t because extended



Figure 2. Flow chart depicting the various procedures
used in the current stud.y. The procedure
that was originally designed for this stud.y
is shown on the left hand. side of the
figure. Procedural variations that, occurred
during the course of the study are shown on
the right hand side.
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pausing took pLace at I. = 18 seconds.

The d.ecision on the size of the increment for the t

value was subjective, but constant across birds. The first

increase placed the value of t = 23 seconds" The second in-

crease raised it to 30 seconds. Aside from several techni-

ca1 failures occurring during sessions for subjects 436, 563

and 1891, problems pertaining to the behavior of the birds

resulted in a procedural revision at, this point. l

As previously stated, sr-rbject 1891rs initial link be-

havior was disrupted at t = 18 seconds. Subject 563rs ini-

tial link behavíor also showed extended pausing at t = 30

seconds" Complete disruption of initial link behavior within

a session was defined in two \^rays. 1) A f ailure to complete

a session within four hours with a total lack of responding

during the final 20 rninutes. 2) e failure to complete a

session within 5 hours.2

Bird 2680 responded well at values below t = 30

seconds but when it was placed on this value, the initial

link rate showed a consistent trend toward the development

of extended pausing. Even though sr-rbject 436 d.id not stop

respond.ing completely at t - 30 seconds, several factors led

to tbe decisíon not to increase the value of t any further.

The relative comrnitment was still at a 1ow level indicating

that t may have had to be extended substantially" Also the

initial link rate was coming witlrin a range of respond'ing

that tended to indicate that responding would stop (based on
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the data of subject 1891 and subject 563) " The fact that

the relative commitment responding had met stability forced

an immediate decision in terms of further manipulations.

The preceding events led to the following decisions.

Subjects 2680, 563 and 1891 were placed on a procedure

d.esigned to rebuild or strengthen initial link responding.

Subject 436 was placed on a procedure which attempted to

bring about a change in the leve1 of commitment responding

by reducing the duration of the long delay"

lgÞgldils i".itial link behavior.

In general the procedure for rebuilding initial link

respond.ing involved manipulation of the value of t. First

of aII, t was reduced to a value which resulted in an over-

all rate of responding in the initial link of at least' 20

responses per minute. This value of t was maintained until

each of three successive sessions had. an overall rate of 20

or more responses per minute. At this point t v¡as increased

by three seconds. Each subsequent value of t was run for

three sessions except where: 1) t had reached an experi-

menter-imposed upper limit. of t = 24 seconds, 2) the initial

link rat,e showed. a decreasing trend in which at least one

data point was below 20 responses per nr-inute' 3) the overall

rate was consistently below 20 responses per minute over the

three sessions , or, 4) the relative commitment responding

showed an upward trend with at least one d.ata point above a

value of 0.25. The occurrence of any of these four conditiors
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was followed by a specific consequence. (For clarification,

refer to Figure 2t p.28.) If a downward trend occurred in

the overall initial link rate, further sessions were run

until the trend disappeared. If the trend continued over a

subsequent three day period or if the rate of responding was

consistently below 20 responses per minute, then t, was re-

d.uced sufficiently to reinstate responding at a level above

20 responses per minute. If an upward trend developed on

the relative number of commitment responses, sessions were

continued unt.iI the trend disappeared and the response rate

requirement was satisfied.. If t reached its upper limitr rê-

lative commitment responding \^ras allowed to stabilize. If

relative commitment stabilized at a level greater than 0.50,

then the subject was returned to ttre next phase of the ori-
ginal procedure. If relative commitment showed little

change, the bird was placed. on a procedure which manipulated

the duration of the long delay.

V[iÈh respect to the three subjects exposed to the

ah'ove procedure, the following manipulat,ions were carried out.

For subject 2680, !was reduced from 30 seconds to 18 seconds.

After eight sessions, three successive sessions met the over-

all rate requirement" Therefore t was raised to 2I seconds.

At 2I seconds the relative level of commitment responding

began to shift in an upward direction. After five sessions

this trend had disappeared. Also the overall rate d.id not

show a decreasing trend, indicating that t could. be raised
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to the upper f-inrit of 24 seconds . Afl-er 32 sessions at this

value the reLative commitment responses stabil-ìzed al¡ove

0.50" Subject 2680 was returned to the origLnal procedure.

Subject 1891's initial behavior had been disrupted

at t = 18 seconds. The value of t was reduced to 13 seconds

which was sufficient to re-establish a rate of responding

that was above 20 responses per minute. The duration of t

was increased to 16 seconds and then reduced' to eight

seconds after Èhree successive sessions of low (approximately

five responses per minute) rates of responding. At t = I

seconds the initial link response rate recovered to approxi-

mately 35 responses per minute. This allowed t to be gradu-

aIly increased to L4 seconds. At this point it was decided.

that a t value of L4 seconds was probably close to the maxi-

mum value at which adequate initial link response rates couId.

be maintained. The relative commitment leve1 was aIlowed. to

stabilize at this value. Due to the fact that it remained

very Iow, subject I891 was moved to the manipulation-of-delay

procedure.

Subject 563 had originally stopped responding at t = 30

seconds, however it was necessary to reduce t to a value of

five seconds in order to re-establish consistently high rates

of responding. The duration of t was gradually increased. to

I7 seconds, but long pausing in the initial link occurred

again after five sessions at this value. The duration of t

was reduced and then increased to a re-defined upper limit
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of 14 seconds. As wigh subject 1891, the relative level of

commitment responding !,Ias low for subject 563. This subject

was also placed on the manipulation-of-delay procedure.

itianipul-gting the value of the lglrgje1ay.

Three of the four subjects were exposed to this pro-

cedure. Subjects 563 a¡rd 1891 were placed on it following

the various manipulations that had been apptied to the value

of t. Subject 436 was exposed to the present procedure with-

out having had any reductions in the value of t. (See

Figure 2, p. 28) .

The rationale for this procedure was that because

preference is inversely related to length of delay of rein-

forcement (Logan, 1965; Chung & Herrnstein, 1967) , changes

in the relative amount of commitment respond.ing should occur

as a function of manipulat^ing delay. Since all three sub-

jects gave evidence of a strong preference for small imme-

diate reinforcement, a reasonable strategy seemed to be to

reduce the duration of the long delay. Initially the sma1l

delay remained at one second for all bird's.

In order to balance trial length for both choices

(i.e", smal1 immediate and large delayed reinforcement) r âtrY

reduction in the long delay also resulted in an identical

reduction in the duration of the black-out following small

immediate reinforcement.

At the beginning of this phase, the length of the 1on9

d.eIav was 20 seconds for all birds. The basic procedure
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was to decrease the long delay by five seconds and then allow

the relative commitment leve1 to stabi]-j-ze. If the relative

amount of commitment changed very little or remained un-

changed, a second five second d.ecrease was made. If the re-

lative commitment responses remained unaffected, the proce-

dure was repeated once more. This third manipulation re-

duced the long delay to five seconds. If at this point the

relative commitment level was still unaffected, a further

series of manipulations was conducted, as described below.

Subject. 1891 showed a low level of commitment at its

upper limit of t. The d.uration of the long delay was cut to

15 seconds. After five sessions, the long delay was reduced

to 10 seco.rd=.3 After eight sessions at 10 seconds, subject

1891 was returned. to a long delay value of 15 seconds. This

manipulation was carried out because of the fact that rela-

tive commitment responding had stabilized at a fairly high

leve1 (0.79). Given that it seemed desirable to begin res-

ponse manipulations from a point, near indifference (0.50),

the duration of the long delay was increased. Completion of

this stage was followed by a return to the main procedure.

Subject 563 began the delay manipulation phase at a

t value of L4 seconds. The long delay was reduced to 15

seconds as the first manipulation" During the third session

at this value, the bird stopped respond.ing in the initial

link. As a result, t was reduced to eight seconds and then

rebuilL to 11 second.s. These manipulations were made with a
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long delay equal to 15 seconds. Subject 563 was then run

seven sessions at a long delay of t0 seconds, and five
sessions at a long delay of five seconds. During the fifth
session at a delay of five seconds, this subject again

stopped responding in the initial link.

The value of t was reduced to eight seconds. This

manipulatíon had two effects. Reducing t to a value of

eight seconds resulted in the establishment of a high rate

of initial link responding and simultaneously a dramatíc in-

crease in the relative level of commitment. After 19

sessions with t = B seconds and a long delay - 5 seconds,

subject 563 was returned to the main procedure.

Although the relative commitment responses stabilized

at a high valuer Do attempt was made to reduce the strength

of this effect. For the most part, the decision to go

directly to an FI schedule was based on a lack of available

time. It was felt that, the benefits of reducing the rela-

tive commitment 1evel did not outweigh the potential ex-

penditure of time.

Subject 436 was placed on the manipulation-of-delay

procedure without. having had any previous reductions in the

value of t. The value of t at the beginning of this phase

r^ras 30 seconds. The d.uration of the long delay was reduced

in stages to a value of five seconds. These manipulations

were followed by a subsequent series of manipulations in-

volving the value of t, the duration of the short delay, and
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the magnitude of the smalr reinforcer. All manipulations
Ì^rere conducted in an attempt to increase the lever of the
relative commitment responding.

Following the sessions during which t = 30 seconds

and the long delay was equal to five seconds, the value of
t was reduced to rB seconds and the long delay remained at
five seconds.4

The next manipulation was the reduction of the short
delay to 0.01 second. This was done in order to make the
procedure more quaritatively similar to Rachlin and Green
(L972). Rachtin and Green (1972) used a four second delay
versus a zero second delay. Thus there was the possibility
that the one second black-out (delay) in place of the zero
second black-out may have somehow been responsible for the
strong preference for the small reinforcer.

A reduction in the magrnitude of the small immediate

reinforcer v¡as the next manipulation. The duration of
access to the grain hopper was red.uced from three seconds to
two seconds. This manipulation was a further attempt to
make the qualitative and quantitative aspects of the small
reinforcer similar to Rachlin and Greenrs (rg7z) by making

its presentation and magnitude identicar to theirs.
At this point the value of t was systematically in-

creased to 30 seconds. This was carried out using the re-
vised delay and reinforcer parameters (i.e., six seconds

grain delayed five secondsi two seconds grain delayed 0.01
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second) " During the seventh session at t = 30 seconds, the
subject stopped responding in the initial link. The val-ue

of t was reduced to 18 seconds, however after two. sessions
at 18 seconds, the behavior was disrupted a second time.
Reducing t to 11 seconds alrowed for the recovery of initial
link responding. Following seven sessions at this vaIue,
subject. 436 was returned to the main procedure.

Additíon of schedule requirements.

The basic format of this phase was to substitute a

yellow key and an Fr schedule requirement for the black-out
that had. previously followed the initiar rink. The posi-
tion of the lighted key was prograflrmed so that it was aI-
ways the opposite key from that which was used to complete

the initial link FR 25. A schematic presentation of the
procedure is shown in Figure 3.

Insert Figure 3 about here

ïn the first portion of this phase of the study, an

Fr schedule was subst.ituted. for the black-out. The d.uration
of the fixed.-interval equalled the value of t in the pre-
vious phase for each bird. onset of the schedule require-
ment was signalled by the presentation of the yellow key.
Depend.ing on the side chosen, the Fr terminated with either
the presentation of the red and green key or with the grreen

key alone. The programmed consequences of the red and qreen

keys remained the same as in previous phases.



Figure 3. Procedural modifications involved in the add.i_tion of a response requirement. The left
hand. panel shõws the initial link being
completed on the left key. The right ñandpanel depicts completion of the initial
link on the right key. An FI or conjr:nctive
sched.ule was presented during the yellow key
light.
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When the relative commitment responding and the rate

of responding on the FI schedule had stabilized., the sub-

jects were shifted Èo a conjunctive FI FR schedule. Sta-

bility criteria remained the same as during the conditions

in which the black-out of t seconds followed the 25th res-
ponse in the initial link.

On the conjunctive (conj) sched.ule, the value of the

FI component remained. equal to the value of q in the pre-

vious phase. The value of the FR component was set at the

mean number of responses emitted per trial over the final
five sessions of the FI phase. Thus when the yellow light
appeared, the subjects had to satisfy two contingencies.

Reinforcement (the presentation of the red and green keys

or of the green key alone) was delivered. for responses that

equalled or exceeded the fixed-ratio and which occurred

after ttre fixed-interval.

Subsequent to stabilizatíon of relative commitment

responding on the conjunctive phase, the planned. manipulat-

ion was to revert back to a black-out condit,íon. The dura-

tion of the black-out (t) was to equal the mean interval

length for the conjr:nctive schedule over the final five

sessions on that phase. This manipulation was carried out

on two bírds (Subjects 1891 and 2680).

With respect to their actual participation in this

portion of the study, the sr:bjects were treated. as follows.

Subject 2680 was exposed to an FI 18 second schedule, and
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then to a conj, FI 18 FR 29. A second conjunctive schedule

9gi,nt 18 FR 40,was also presented to see if a larger res-
ponse requirement would affect relative commitment,. The

final phase was a return to a black-out condition where t
vras equal to 22.5 seconds, the mean value on the conj FI 18

FR 40 condition.

Subject 1891 received an FI L4 second condition, and

then a conj FI 14 FR 26 condition. The last manipulation

for this bírd was a reversal to a black-out condition which

was L4 second.s in duration.

Subject 436 was given an FI 11 second condition. A

conj FI 11 FR 26 was then applied. No reversal was con-

ducted for this bird..

Sr-rbject 563 was first exposed to an FI I second

schedule. The occurrence of certaín extraneous events re-
sulted in a return to a black-out condition following the

IFI phase.- After stabilizing on the black-out condition,
subject 563 was placed. on a conj FI I FR I schedule. Sta-

bilization at this phase constituted the termination of the

study as subject 563 was not, returned to a black-out condi-

tion and it was also the final bird to finish the experiment.



CHAPTER ITT

RESULTS

Several features of the data are of interest in terms

of the variables that control preference or commitment be-

havior within the present setting. Because of its sigrni-

ficance to the following discourse, a restatement of the

dependent variabre seems in order. Relative commitment res-
ponding is defined as the total number of responses emitt.ed

to the right. hand key, during the initial link, divided by

the total number of responses emitted to both keys during

the initial link.

For the most part, this section of the paper will be

concerned with three relationships. The first is the rela-
tionship between relative commitment and the duration of the

black-out interval or t. The second relationship concerrrs

relative commitment as a function of the length of the delay

of reinforcement, while the third concerns the effect of a

schedule requirement on relative commitment.

Relative Comrnitment as a Function of t

Figures 4 | 5, 6 and 7 contain the relative commitment

response data for each subject over the entire duration of

the experiment. Each subject shows at least some minimal

change in relative commitment as a function of changes in t"
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Subject 2680, however, is the only bird to show a complete

shift in commitment behavior (i.e., a change in preference

from predominantly small immed.iate reinforcement to pre-

dominantly large delayed reinforcement) as a result soIely

of manipulations of t.

As may be seen in Figure 4, the relative leve1 of com-

mitment for subject 2680 showed smal1 but consistent in-

creases as t was initially increased from a value of 18

Insert Figure 4 about here

seconds to a value of. 30 seconds (sessions 1-28) " When the

value of t was reduced to 18 seconds at session 29 (because

initial link responding had dropped to a very Iow rate) the

relationship between the duration of t and relative commit-

ment seems to have been altered. Compared to the previous

exposure to a t value of 18 seconds, the second introduction

yielded a high relative level of commitment behavior. In-

creasing the d.uration of t to 24 seconds resulted in a

further increase in the level of commitment. The reliabil-

ity of the relationship is borne out by the reversal in pre-

ference that took place when t was reduced to 18 seconds

beginning at session 73.

Subject 1891 shows some evidence of a change in rela-

tive commitment with changes in t value (Figure 5) " At a t

value of 18 secondsr rêlative commitment stayed around 0.20

for a majority of the sessions. Reductions in the value of



Figure 4. Relative commitment response data for subject
2680. The data presented describe relative
commitment levels for all phases of the ex-
periment in which this variable vras measured.
$ = length of the black-out period. in seconds.
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t resulted in red.uctions in the level of commiLment. A1-

though much of the data involved. in sessions 1 through 44

did. not meet the stability criterion (witfr the exception of

sessions 40-44), the general trend. would seem to support the

above assertion. Inspection of Figure 5 shows that only

three of the data points between sessions 19 and 44 overlap

(i.e., are within the same range of relat.ive commitment) with

those of sessions I through 18.

Insert Figure 5 about here

Subject 563 also provides some nrinimal support for

the notíon that preference changes as a function of t,. The

data presented in Figure 6 indicate a very minimal increase

in relative commitment as the t value was increased. from 18

seconds to a value of 23 seconds (T = 18, i relative com-

mitment = 0.01; T - 23, I' relative commitmen! = O.O4). Further-

morer ât t =-30 seconds there was a definite increase in ttre

level of relative commitment respond.ing prior to the sub-

ject's failure to maintain initial link responding. At no

point where the value of t is less than 18 seconds and the

delays are equivalent across phases, do the data contradict.

this trend..

Insert Ficrure 6 about here

The data

support for the

presented in Figure 7

previously stated view

(subject 436) provide

of preference change.



Figure 5. ReJ.ative commitnent response data for subject
1891. The data presented describe relative
commitment levels for all phases of the experi-
ment in which this variable was measured..
f = length of the black-out period in seconds.
LD = length of the long delay of reinforcement.
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Figure 6. RelaLive commitment response data for subject,
563. The data presented describe relativé
commitment levels for all phases of the ex_periment in which this varia-ble was measured.f = length of the black-out period in seconds.
LD = length of the long delay of reinforcement.
sD = length of the short deray of reinforcement.
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The support is shown in

t - 18 seconds and t =

t = 30 sec,cnds. At t =

mitment level was 0.02¡

t was raised to a value

commitment was 0.18.

43

the comparison of the data points at

23 seconds with the data points at

18 seconds, the mean relative com-,

at t = 23 seconds it was 0"03. VÍhen

of 30 seconds, the mean for relative

Insert Figure 7 about here

Relative Commitment as a Functíon of Delay

Three subjects, 1891, 563 and 436rwere exposed to

manipulations concerning the value of the long delay.

Inspection of Figure 5 shows that an initial five

second reduction of the long delay (to 15 seconds) had no

effect on relative commitment responding of subject 1891.

Reducing the long delay to 10 seconds resulted in a dramatic

increase in the Ievel of relative commitment. Vüith the value

of t = L4 seconds and the long delay equal to 10 seconds,

relative commitment stabilized at a mean of 0.79 (compared

to 0.06 with t = 14 seconds and a 15 second delay) -

The value of the long delay was returned to 15 seconds.

This manipulation was carried out as an attempt to attenuate

the strong preference for delayed reinforcement. This mani-

pulation was based. on the notion that if the response re-

quirement was introduced at. a point near indifference (0.50),

any potential effect (regardless of its direction) could be

more clearly interpreted. Relative commitment stabilized at



Figure 7. Relative commitment response data for subject
436. The data presented describe relative
commitment levels for all phases of Lhe ex-periment in which this variable was measured.
f = length of the black-out period in seconds.
LD = length of the long delay of reinforcement.
SM SRt = duration of the small reinforcer in
seconds. SD = length of the short delay ofreinforcement.
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a mean of 0.54

Vüith respect to subject 563 (Figure 6) the value of
the long delay had to be reduced. to five seconds before pre-

ference change took pIace. Prior to this, the bird had

shown almost complete preference for smal1 immediate rein-
forcement. Even at a t value of 11 seconds, the five second

delay was not capable of shifting preference. when subject,

563 stopped responding in session 88, the value of t was

reduced to eight seconds. The combined effect of a small t
value and a small value for the long delay resulted. in a

dramatic change in the relative commitment level. under

these conditions, relative commitment response stabilized
at a mean of 0.79.

For subject 436 a series of manj_pulations in additíon

to reduction in the value of the long delay was carried out.
This resulted because of an inability of any of the previous

manipulations to affect preference in a direction away from

small immediate reinforcement. As may be seen in Figure 7 |

reductions to the long delay had the effect. of increasing

preference for smaI1 immediate reinforcement. At a 20

second delay, the mean relative rate was 0.18. At a 10

second. delay, the mean vras 0.09, while at a five second

delay the mean was O.O8 relative commitment responding.6

These manipulations were carried out at a t value of 30

seconds.

Reducing the value of t to 18 seconds in combination
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vrith a five second., long delay, had virtually no effect on

commitment responding. Reducing the short delay from one

second.s to 0.01 second yielded a further decrease in relative
commitment. The mean relative commitment level under this
phase was 0.02. Reducing the duration of the sma1l rein-
forcer from three seconds to two seconds did not change re-
lative commitment from its low leve1. The next manipulation

involved systematically increasing t, to a value of 30 se-

conds. Relative commitment was unaffected, however subject

436 stopped responding during session 86.

The Effêct_of Schedule RequiTêmênt on Relativê Conmitment

In an effort to test the effect of responding per se

on the relative amount of commitment respond.ing, two differ-
ent schedule requirements r^rere substituted for the black-out
period. In all cases an FI schedule was fírst introduced,

followed by a conj FI FR schedule.

Inspection of Figure 4 shows that the first session

of FI training began on session 86 for subject 2680. The

effect of this sched.ule requirement upon relaËive commitment

is quite evident. Relative commitment decreased in an irre-
gular manner over L6 sessions and stabilized at a mean of
0.06, compared. to 0.37 j-n the previous black-out cond.ition.

It should aLso be noted that the actual mean interval on the

FI schedule was only slightly extended (i.e., by less than

0.5 second.s) over the value of ! in the previous condition.

Changing the schedule from a simple FI 18 to a conj
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FI 18 FR 29 did not alter relative commitment to any great

extent. The mean relative commitment rate at the end of

this phase was 0.04. Vthen a second conjunctive schedule in-

votving a higher FR value was added, the mean relative com-

mitment level rose to 0.13. This effect, however, is con-

founded by the fact that the interval required to complete

the conj FI 18 FR 40 schedule was extended by an average of

4"5 seconds beyond. the original t value of 18 seconds.

The reliability of the effect prod.uced by the res-

ponse requirement was tested by returning to a black-out con-

dition that was equal in duration to the mean time required

to complete the conj FI 18 FR 40 (i.e., 22"5 sec"). With

t = 22.5 seconds relative commitment stabilized at a mean of

0.23" This is an increase of 10 points above the previous

phase. Although relative conrnitmen! responding did not sta-

bilize at a level that would be predicted from the data

(i.e., around 0.50) , it is interesting to note that five of

the data points are above 0.40 and that three of these five

are above 0.55.

For sr:bject 1891 (Figure 5) ' addition of the FI re-

quirement resulted in an effect quite similar to that of

bird 2680. V{ithin L2 sessions relative conmitment had

dropped from a mean of 0.54 to a mean of 0"09. Again there

was only a minimal extension (0.33 seconds) of the mean

interval length over the previous t value.

substituting the conj FI L4 îR 29 did not extend the
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interval length appreciably (l = !4.4 seconds). This sche-

dule did, however, increase the relative commitment level
from 0.09 to 0.14

The reliability of the response effect was tested in
the same manner as for subject 2680. At session r03, the

value of t was rounded down from r4.4 seconds to 14 seconds,

and the black-out condition was reinstated. At the termina-
tíon of this phase, 11 sessions later, the mean relative com-

mitment level was stable at 0.57. Thus evidence of a full
reversal was shown.

with subject 563 the schedule requirement was applied
at a point where rerative comnritment was quit.e strong in
favor of large derayed. reinforcement. Figure 6 indicates
that, regardless of this fact, the introduction of an FI I
second schedule had some rather dramatic effects. By the

third session of Fr training relative commitment had dropped

from a previous mean of 0.79 to 0.08. Although this low

level was not maintained, the initial trend does ind.icate an

effect. consistent with the previous two su.bjects. Following

some extra-experimental comprications, the relative commit-

ment level for bird 563 stabilized at 0.96.7

Returning this subject to a black-out condition of
B seconds duration resulted in a stable relative cournitment

level of 1.00 (act.ual non-rounded value was 0.998). This

occurred in seven sessions.

When a conj FI I FR I was introduced, the Èrend of
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the datar âs shown in Figure 6, indicates an initial de-

crease in relatíve commitment, which is consistent with the

prevíous findíng. Although the effect was quite evident at

some points in thís phase, the final mean relative commit-

ment leve1 was 0.91. Thus, only a nine point decrease was

recorded. Furthermore, the significance of this nine point
decrease is countered by the fact that the final data points

indicate that the effect may have been transient for this
bird.

For subject 436 (Figure 7) the ad.d.ition of the FI

schedule had no effect other than inflating the relative
level of commitment on the initial session (i.e., session

e6).

Two values of a conjunctive schedule were also ad-

ministered to this bird. Neither of the schedules had any

appreciable effect on the relative commitment behavior. Ttre

conj FI 11 ER 22 did not change the bird's behavior at all.
The major effect of the conj FI 11 FR 50 was to reduce the

rate of responding and thus to ext,end. the duration of the

interval required to complete the sched.ule. Even though

the interval was extended, the relative commitment remained

unaffected.

Rate of Responding During FI and Conjunctive Schedules

Inspection of Figure 8 shows that, with the possible

exception of subject 1891, all birds were able to discrimin-

aÈe between the sched.ules in the second. link of the chain.
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ïn a large numl:er of sessions, the birds made no entríes into

Insert Figure I about here

the long delay terminar link. However, when rates of res-
ponding in both terminar rinks are compared within a single
session, the predonr-lnant finding is a lower rate of respond._

ing in the link which produced large delayed reinforcement.
subject 2690 showed a consistent rate of responding

to the smal1 delay contingency. For the most part, the rate
remained steady around 138 responses per nlinute. Regardless
of the fact that response rate was much more variable under
the long delay contingency, there is a dramatic difference
in rate- on a number of occasions this difference exceeded

80 responses per minute.

Even though sr:bject 436 only responded in the long
delay terminal link during 16? of the possible sessions, the
discrepancy in rat.e of responding is consistent. Again the
effect is strong in that three of the four comparison ses-
sions show a difference in rate of responding of at reast
60 responses per minute.

subject 563 also showed a higher rate of responding
to the small delay contingenc.y than to the long delay con-
tingency" Although the difference in rate of respond.ing is
not as large as with birds 26g0 and 436, the d.ifference in
relative terminal link entries across birds makes this ef-
fect extremely interesting. For birds 26g0 and 436 the



Figure 8. Responses per minute during the terminal
link for fixed-interval and conjunctive
schedules. Responses per rnlnute are recorded
on the vertícal axis, while session numbers
are recorded on the horizontal axis. The
data for all four subjects are presented.
The enclosed. circles represent response rates
in the "short delay" terminal link. The en-
closed triangles represent response rates in
the r'long delay" terminal link.
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number of entries into the long delay terminal link was al-

\days much lower than the entries to the small- delay 1ink.

With respect to subject 563, the entries to the long delay

link always greatly out-numbered entries to the small delay

link. Thus, even though this subject preferred the long

delay contingency, its rate within that link was lower than

for the less preferred link.

The only instance where the discrimination between

the schedules does not emerge is with subject 1891. When

rate of responding is compared within a session, Èhere is an

absence of discrimination. It should be noted, however, that

this subject only entered the long delay terminal link in

20>" of the sessions.

Initial Link Responding

Tables l,2,3 and 4 show the initial link rate of

response for each of the last five sessions in each condi-

tion of the experiment. S The mean response rate for the

final five sessions of each condition is also given. These

data are presented for each subject individ.ually.

The first thing that becomes obvious is that initial

link reéponse rates are lower than rates und.er the terminal

link schedules for the small delay contingency. (For ter-

minal link rates, see Figure 7.) For all subjects ' this

difference is fairly large. In ttre case of bird 563, where

the delay parameters and t value was relatively short' the

difference in response rate is lowest of all four subjects.



The individual dat.a

esting points. Across all

for subject 2680

conditions where

51

show some inter-

stability was ob-

Insert Table 1 about here

tained, the highest mean rate was 35.62 responses per minute.

When the FI contingency was introduced, there was a 10 res-

ponse per minute reduction in initial link rat.e. Initial

link rate recovered during Lhe conjunctive schedule condi-

tions. However, when the black-out condition was reintro-

duced, d 20 response per minute decrease resulted. This

shift represents a decrease of approximately 682" In regard

to the d.ifference in rat,e between initial link and the small

delay terminal link, it may be seen that for the FI and con-

junctive schedules, the rate of responding in the terminal

link is st.able around 140 responses per minute. The highest

mean rate obtained in the initial link during these same

three phases is 35.30 per minute.

The initial link response rate d.ata for sr:bject 1891

are presented in Tabte 2. Again not,e should be taken of the

Insert Table 2 about here

overall low rate of responding. The highest mean rate of

responding (32.75 responses per minute) in the initial link

occurs at t = 14 with a long delay of 10 seconds. Reducing

the long delay from 15 seconds to 10 seconds resulted in an
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increase in rate of responding. However when the delay was

returned to 15 seconds, rate of responding was reduced to

less than half of the original mean rate under the same con-

tingency. Introduction of the schedule requirements in the

terminal link elevated initial link response rate slightIy.
This is in contrast to the data for the other three subjects.

When the schedule requirement was removed, the effect on

initial link was a slight decrease. This decrease in rate
of response upon return to the black-out condition is con-

sistent with the data from subject. 2680.

Again the rate of responding in the initial link is
much lower than the rate of respond.ing in the terminal link
under the small d.elay contingency. The mean initial link
rate r¡nder the FI and con junctive schedules was L7 "L4 and

13. BB responses per minute, respectively. In the terminal

link the rate is consistent around 130 responses per minute

for both cond.itions.

Subject 563 shows the highest initial link rates of
all the subjects. However, as pointed out previouslyr the

time parameters for this bird were relatively small in com-

parison to the other subjects.

Insert Table 3 about here

Table

long d.eIay had

delay had been

3 indicates that reduci-nq the lenqth of the

no effect on response rate until Èhe lonq

reduced. to five seconds from the oriqinal
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duration of 2Q seconds. It should be noted. that concomitant

with this increase in initial link rater rêlative commitment

responding changed drastically. Relative commitment shifted

from a level of less than 0.15 to a level of between 0.70

and 0. 80.

The sequence of manipulations with bird 563 resulted

in the introduction, removal and reintroduction of a schedule

requirement. (This involved the final four phases.) Mean

response rate for these phases indicates that introduction

of a schedule requirement suppressed responding to a fair

degree. The data also indicate that, ât least for this bird,

the effect is reversible.

The initial link response rate for subject 436 is

presented in Table 4. The first significant item present in

Insert Table 4 about here

Table 4 concerns the fact ttrat initial link rate of respond-

ing was not affected by any of the reductions in the dura-

tion of the long delay. However, reducing the value of t

from 30 seconds to 18 seconds did increase initial link rate

substantially.

Consistent with the data from subjects 2680 and 563

there is a moderate decrease in initial link rate of res-

ponding with the onset of the FI requirement in the terminal

1ink. Furthermore the data indicate that when the response

requirement for the conjunctive schedule was increased from
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22 to 50, the initial link rate of responding showed a cor-

responding drastic decrease.

Fina11y, comparison of the data presented in Figure 7

with the mean rates for the appropriate phases (the final

three phases) as shown in Table 4, ind.icates that this bird

also responded at a much lower rate in the initial link than

in the small delay terminal link.

Relatíve Commítment Responses and Relative Terminal Link

one of the basic assumptions of Rachlin and Greenrs

(1972) original study was that the birdrs behavior would con-

form to the matching 1aw. That is, the relative number of

initial link responses on one key would match or equal the

relative number of entries into the terminal link that fol-

lowed from the key.

For the most part, Rachlin and Greenrs (1972) subjects

did conform to the matching law, however this was mainly a

function of the fact once an initial link ratio was initiat.ed

on one sid.e there was a strong tendency to complete the ratio

on that same side. Tn other word.s, the birds would start and

'run off" a ratio on one given key.

In the initial links, the birds of the present study

tended to change-over severaL times in a ratio during some

phases of the study" Thus the behavior did not appear to be

und.er the same type of control as that of the birds in

Rachlin and Green I s (1972) e>'periment. Table 5 presents the

mean nr:rnl¡er of change-overs from one key to the other during
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in each condi-the initial link per

tion where stabilitv

session for each subiect

occurred.

Insert Table 5 about here

As shown in Table 5, subject 2680 emitted a high

number of change-overs in a majority of the conditions. In

only three of nine conditions are the average number of

change-overs less than one per ratio. In the opposite direc-

tion, the mean number of change-overs reaches a high of over

three per trial during one phase (t = 24 seconds).

Subject 1891 showed a fairly consistent tendency to

emit one change-over per ratio on the average" The number of

change-overs dropped significantly with the introduction of

the FI schedule, however they did increase again during the

conjunctive phase. The reduction in the number of change-

overs during the FI schedule is consistent with the data

from bird 2680.

Subject 563 showed the lowest. number of change-overs

of all four birds. This bird is the only one whose change-

over behavior is similar to the behavior shown by Rachlin

and Greenrs (l-972) subjects. It should also be noted that

this is the only subject whose Lime parameters were within the

range tested by the former researchers.

Subject 436 shows both types of initial link behavior.

During some phases (i.e., ! - 30 seconds) tfre change-over



TABLE 5

Mean Changeovers d.uring InitiaL Link
for Last Five Sessions of Each Phase

Subj. 2680 Subj. 1891 Subj. s63 Subj. 436

COND. Mean COND. Mean COND. Ivlean COND. Mean
co co co co

T=18 38 T=14 28 T=18 06 T=18 20

T=23 7L T=I4 40 T=23 L7 T=23 32
LD=15

T=18 113 T=14 42 T=14 01 T=30 100
LD=10

T=24 :-.43 T=L4 42 T=11 07 T=30 115
LF15 LD=15 LD-15

T=18 115 FI L4 15 T=11 03 T=30 69
LD=10 LD=10

FI 18 34 CONJ 30 T=8 05 T=30 55
FI 14 LD=5 LD=5
FR 29

coNJ 2I T=14 46 FI= g 13 T:19 34
FT8
FR 29

coNJ 51
FT 18
FR 40

T=22.5 78

T=8 03 T=18 25
SD=0. 0 1

CONJ 08 T=18 14
FI 8 SM. SRL2
FR8

T:23 05

T=11 09

Fr 11 04

coNJ 06
FI 11
FR 22

coNJ 06
FI 11
FR 50
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rate was high. During other phases the rate drops to a very

low level" The majority of these lower values occur in the

later phases of the experiment, when this subject appeared

to be insensitive to the experimental manipulations. During

these phases there was a strong preference for sma1l imme-

diate reinforcement.

Given this difference in initial link behavior from

that of the Rachlin and Green (1.972) study, it woutd seem

important to measure the extent to which the present. sub-

jectsr behavior showed matching.

Tab1e 6 presenÈs the mean relative response and rela-
tive entry data for two of the subjects | 436 and 563. Both

of these birds showed relatively low leve1s of change-over

behavior. Both subjects also show strong preferences for

Insert Table 6 about here

one reinforcer over the other. Although this in itself d.oes

not guarantee matching, it would seem to increase the pro-

bability that it would occur. The data for both subjects

show close matching between relative initial link responding

and relative terminal link entries.
Table 7 present.s the same type of data as Table 6

except the subjects are 2680 and 1891. Here the data show

a much lower degree of matching. For subject 2680, matching

in phases | = 24, t - 18 and t = 22.5 is not cIose. This



TABLE 6

Re'Hii"T*::ffi":"H' Ei::; åTS"i' ?:,
Last Five Sessions of Each phase

Subject 436 Subject 563

Condition Mean Mean Condition Mean
Rel. Re1. Rel.
Comm. Green Comm.

f=lB .02 .01 f=18 .oI
f = 23 .03 .00 f = 23 .04

f = 30 .18 .16 T - L4 .00

f =30 .23 .29 f =11 .02
LD=15 LD=15

.01

.79

.97

1. 00

Mean
Re1.
Green

.00

.02

.00

.02

.00

.73

c¡(

"99

T-30
LD=10

f=30
LD=5

f=18

f=18
SD = 0.01

T=18
Sm. SRt=2

23

1t

FI 11

CONJ
FI 11
ER 22

CONJ
FI 11
FR 50

" 09

.08

.06

.03

.02

.01

.01

.01

.00

.10

.09

.05

.01

.00

.00

.00

.01

.00

m-
I-

LD=

m-

LD=

t1
10

I
5

FI 8

f=8

CONJ
FIB
FR8

.91 .92

m-

m-

.01 .00
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low degree of matching is also evident for bird 1g91 in phase

t = L4 LD = 10r t = 14 LD = 15 and the finar exposure to
t = 14" Note that in each case, relative commitment (pre-
ference for large delayed reinforcement) is greater than that

Insert Tab1e 7 about here

predicted by the matching law on the basis of the relative

T\^ro aspects of the birds' behavior in the presence of
the red and gireen keys in the termj-nal links \¡¡ere measured.

The first concerned the extent to which red was chosen in
the presence of the red-green choice and the second. aspect
concerned the latency of the response to each key.

Regarding the choice of red over green in the present
study, the following information was noted. over the course
of the entire experiment, the four birds were exposed to a

total of 20,200 free choice triars. of the 201200 trials
17 t2r9 triars involved the simultaneous presentation of the
red and green keys- on only one trial was the green key
chosen over the red kev.

rn Lerms of the latency of responding, the predomin-

ant finding was that latency of pecking red was lower tha¡
for pecking green. The data on individual subjects are
presented in Tab1es B and 9.

number of entries into the green-on1y terminar link.
e Red and the Green Kevs

The data for subjects 26g0 and rg91 are presented in



TABLE 7

Mean Relative Commitment and Mean
Relative Exposures to Green Alonefor Last Five Sessíons of Each phase

Subject 2680

Condition Mean Mean
Rel. Rel.
Comm. Green

! = tB .06 .04

f = 23 .15 .I2

f = 18 .26 .18

T - 24 .63 .45

f = 18 .39 .08

FT 18 .06 .00

CONJ
FÏ 18
FR 29

.04 .00

coNJ .13 .00
FI 18
FR 40

f = 22"5 .23 .07

Subject 1891

Condition Mean Mean
Rel. Rel.
Comm. Green

,03 .00

.06 .02

.79 .35

"53 .06

.09 .00

.15 .00

.s7 .L2

f:14

f=14
LD=15

T-L4
LD:10

f=14
LD=15

FI L4

CONJ
FT L4
FR 29

f = L4
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Table 8. The table reveals that during all black-out condi-

tions the latency for pecking green vras greater than for
pecking red. This is true for both birds. It should also be

Insert Table B about here

remembered that responses to green were made in the absence

of any alternative response. In other words, the green key

vras pecked only when there was no other response available.

The data for birds 2680 and. IB91 show that latency of
responding to green decreased dramatically with the intro-
duction of the FI schedule. However latencv to red remained

relatively unchanged.

Table 9 contains the latency data for subjects 436

and 563. Here again there are longer latencies for responses

to green. Furthermore, the introduction of the FI schedule

Insert Table 9 about here

significantly reduces the latency for responses to the green

key for both birds. Unlike the previous two subjects, the

latency of responses to red was also reduced with the intro-
duction of the schedule requirement"

Regarding the consistency of the above effect it
should be noted that on a session by session basis the

latency of responding to the red key was shorter than the

latency of respond.ing to the green key on at least 90å of



TABTE 8

Mean Latency for Responses to Red and Green forFinal Five Sessions of Each phase

Subject 2680

Condition Mean Mean
Lat. Lat.
Red Green

T - 18 2.16 2.79

f = 23 2.I4 4.70

f = 18 2.L2 5.08

T - 24 1.84 4.84

! = 18 1.91 4.59

Fr 1g I"34 0.06

CONJ
FI 18
FR 29

CONJ
FT 18
FR 40

1. 59

L.34 0" 11

T - 22.5 1.94 6.96

Subject 1891

Condition Mean Mean
Lat. Lat..
Red Green

f = 74 0.63 I.73

T - L4 0.84 2.6L
LD=15

f = 14 0.68 L.7L
LD=10

f = L4 0.63 3.23
LD=15

FI 14

CONJ
FI L4
FR 29

0.49 0. s0

0"44

I = 14 0. 59 2.58



Mean Latency
Final

TABLE 9

for Responses to Red and Green fox
Five Sessions of Each phase

Subj ect

Condition

436

Mean
JJO, L .

Red

.82

.73

.65

.66

.7L

.79

Mean
lcl L.

Green

2"82

2.85

2.8L

4.19

2.99

2.LB

2.22

2.4I

3.52

f=

fñ-
I-

rn-

m-
LD=

f=
LD=

f=
LD=

FT8
m-

563

Mean
Lat.
Red

. 83

.67

.97

L.2s

t.07

.75

.36

1.01

.48

Mean
Lat.
Green

3.2I

3.76

T2.47

2.87

L"23

.42

1. 05

.29

SUBJECT

Condition

T-18

f=23

f=30

f=30
LD= 15

f=30
LD=10

f=30
LD=5

T-18

T-18
SD = 0"01

T-18
SM. SRf=2

T=23

f=11

FI 11

CONJ
FI 11
FR 22

CONJ
FT 11
FR 50

18

23

I4

11
15

11
10

I
5

.94

1.01

1.01

1.00

1.06

.45

.4I

. Lr3

CONJ
FI 8
FR8

I.28

.¿t
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the sessions. Specifically, this occurred on 9IZ of the

sessions for subject 2680, 982 of the sessions for subject

1891, 902 of the sessions for subject 563 and. 979. of the

sessions for subject 436.

Tests of the Matching Equatigns

A portion of the current study was devoted to testing
the validity of Rachlin and Greenrs (1972) matching equation,

Vt At Dz

v =q {
and the validity of an alternate form of this equation which

would supposed.ly take into account the effect of response

reguirement" The second formula is stated as:

At . 6z + 
"z)

A"2 toF x,l
-LI

In both of these equations, A refers to the amount of
reinforcement, D refers to delay, X refers Lo time vaLues

that may be added to the deIay, N refers to the number of
required responses in the delays a¡d Y refers to the number

of responses that may be added to this requirement.

The data from the current study would seem to indi-
cate that neither form of the equation adequately predict.s

preference. None of the subjects showed indifference at

the value predicted by the original form of the equation.

Furthermore, once the schedule requirement was introduced,

the changes in behavior that occurred for some of the sub-

jects cast further doubt on the validity of this equation.

v,
I

=\7'2
. (*z + Y2)

(E-trE)
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The equation assumes responding will have no effect, yet the

data indicate th.ere was an effect.

With respect to the alternate equation, it would

have predicted that added responses would result in an in-
crease in preference for large delayed reinforcement. since

the effect that emerged was in the opposite direction, that
is, an increased preference for smal1 immediate reward., this
form of the matching equation is also not valid..



CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION

The results of the present study represent interest-
ing empirical contributions toward two basic issues. The
first issue is, of course, the validity of the Rachlin and
Green (1972) model of self-contror. The second issue con_
cerns the controversy centered around the role of responding
as a vari¡ble in operant research.

with respect to the first issue, several features of
the data indicate a fair degree of support for the previously
mentioned mod.el. Ar1 subjects showed at least minimat com-
mitment response increases in correlation with increases in
the value of t. rn spi-te of the fact that the magnitude of
the shift varied across subjects, the general finding sup-
ports the premise that. preferonce will cha'ge as a function
of the duration between choice and the reinforcement for
that behavior. Rachlin and Greenrs (Ig72) model asserts that
the probability that an organism will commit itserf to large
delayed reinforcement increases as the time between commiÈ-
ment and the presentation of the reinforcer i_ncreases. The
emergence of this relationship is central to the mod.el under
study. Its presence in the current data is an important

Rachlin and Greenrs ral ModeI of Self-Control
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source of support that is not to be overlooked.

The util-ity of this model is most convincingry demon-

strated by the behavior of the subjects with respect to the

red key and the green key which were presented. in the third
link of the chain. The fact that the subjects pecked the

stimulus correlated with small immediate reinforcement (red

k"y) on virtually every occasion when it was presented indi-
cates the powerful reinforcing effect of immediate reinforce-
ment" The stimurus correlated with large delayed reinforce-
ment (green k"y) \^¡as pecked. (except on one out of over

17,000 trials) only when the commitment strategy was in
effect. This is viewed as strong evidence of the mod.el's

utílity. rf in the presence of the red k.y, respondíng to
the green key occurred wittr approximately equal probability
as responding to the red key, this would ind.icate that self-
control was not. an issue here. However, the presence of the
red key in the current study exerted powerful control over

the subjectsr behavior. rn order to obtain the rarge delayed

reinforcement the subjects had to control Lheir own behavior.
Thus the experimental situation provides a useful analogue

for the study of self-controI.
Some Parametric Lirnits of the Cgrrent procedure

Positive support for the commitment model is not the

only relevant information in the data. The difficurties en-

countered in maintaining the initial link behavior also has

information va1ue. Ferster and Hammer (1965) have pointed
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out that an interval correlated wÍth a specific stimulus

functions as a link in a chain of responses if that interval
is placed between a response and a consequence that maintains

that response. rf this view is taken as vatid, then it may

be shown that initial link responding in the present study

occurred in the first link of a four link chain. The links
are as follows : 1) initial link FR 25, Z) segrment equal to
value of t, 3) presentation of red and/or green k"y, and

4) delay interval of either long or short duration. Because

most of the initial link response problems were encountered

at the larger values used in the study, it is Iikely that
the combined effect of the temporal variabres and the number

of components in the chain (Kelleher, Lg66) were responsible

for the elimination of respond.ing. Go1lub (Kelleher &

Gollub , 19621 has shown that pigeons will complete a tand.em

FI 1 minut.e, FI I minute, FI 1 minute, FI I m:lnuÈe, FI 1 minute

schedule quite readily, however long pauses (mean pause Ê

20 minutes) occur in the first link of a chain FI 1 minute,

Fr 1 minute, Fr 1 minute, Fr I minute, Fr 1 minute schedule.

The only difference between the schedules is that the chain

schedule has a specific stimurus correlated with each Fr

segment, whereas the tandem schedule has the same stimulus

throughout.

The above view of the d.isruption of initial link res-
ponding also finds support in the eventual resolution of the

issue. rn three of the four birds studied it was necessary
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to reduce the duration in two of the four components. Spe-

cifically, temporal values were reduced in the interval de-

fined by t as well as the interval defined as the long delay.

Responding in the initial link then recovered. The overall

interpretation of these findings is that the difficulties

indicate some parametric limits for tests of this model

using pigeons as subjects.

The difference between relative commitment responding

and relative terminal link entries during some phases of the

experiment detracts from the models applicability to some

extent. The concetrl for this discrepancy in matching lies

with the fact that ultimately the commitment response is de-

fined in terms of its consequence. That is, the response

can only be labe1led as commitment to the extenÈ to which it
forces the organism to accept the large delayed reinforcer.
If a large percentage of commitment responses failed to pro-

duce comrnltment (in terms of terminal link entries) then

there would be cause for alarm. Fortunately, that was not

the case in the present study. Even though there was a dis-
crepancy in terms of the two measures, some degree of comm:lt-

mentr âs defined by t.erminal link entry, was always evident,.

The discrepancy, however, should not be ignored" It would

appear that initial link responding is a more sensitive
measure of the effects of the temporal changes that took

place in the study than is terminal link entry.

lrlithin the context of the present study the strongest
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argument against the Rachlin and Green (Lg7z) model was the
inability to shift commitment responding in subject 436 au¡ay

from an almost complete preference for smalI immediate rein-
forcement" rt is possible that these data represent a valid
comment on the effectiveness of this self-control procedure.
Rachlin and Green (L972, p. rg) point out that a disadvantage
of their procedure is that under the concurrent FR schedule
(initial link) it. is possible for established preferences
to endure over large changes in the independent variables.
However it is equally prausible to assume that the data re_
flect some other une>çlained bias that resur_ted in the
strong preference. The number of ine.ffective manipulations,
the extent to which they provided drastic alterations to
the procedure, and the fact that the data ru¡ contrary to
the other three birds, would indicate that some form of bias
is a tenable hypothesis.

The second major issue concerns the effect of res-
ponding as a source of control in commitment behavior. rn
the L972 paper (Rachrin & Green) and the rg74 paper (Rachlin)
the authors craim that. preference measured in terms of rera-
tive commitment behavior is a function of ,,wid.e-spread,, con-
tingencies or¡ in other words, temporal variables. The data
from the 1972 study (Rachlin a Green) provided support for
this position. The authors, however, take the issue one

step further, implying through their matching equation
(Rachlin & Green, Ig'l2t p.16) that amount of reinforcement

Responding as.. controlling variable in commitment Behavior
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and delay of reinforcement are sufficient to determine pre-

ference when the schedules of reinforcement for both alterna-

tives are equa1. Evidence which supports this claj-m

(i.e., Neuringer, 1969b; Neuringer & schneider, 1968i Pierce,

Hanford & Zimmerman, Lg72) proviOes a logical basis" How-

ever, until now this assumption has never been directly

tested within a self-control- paradigm. The present study,

by virtue of the fact that a schedule requirement was added

to the interval defined by t, seemingly provides the occasion

in which to assess the effect of responding'

Regarding the data that emerged as a result of this

test, the "payoff", in terms of the information derived, is

especially rewarding because the data speak to issues be-

yond the question origínal}y posed" Although the issues

are obviously interrelated they may be delineated into the

following three areas: 1) discrimination based on differ-

ences in delay and magnitude of reinforcement, 2) behavior

across schedules (FI vs. conjunctive) ¡ and 3) the effect of

subsequent responding on relative commitment'

All things being equal, the presentation of identical

schedules on two d.ifferent occasions should result in

Similar response rates" Different rates of responding on

the same schedule defines what is known as discrimination be-

tween the schedules (Reynolds, 196I) .

The data on response rates during the FI schedule

phase in the presenÈ experiment indicate that the majority
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of the birds r^rere able to dLscriminate between the FI sche-

dule maintained by the large del-ayed reinforcement contin-
gency and the FI schedule maintained by the small immediate

reinforcement contingency. This discrimination took place

even though the FI schedules were of equal value. It also

occurred when the schedule requirements were changed from

FI schedules to conj FI FR schedules. This fact is interest-
ing for at least two reasons. First of all the discrímina-

tíon took place in the second component of a concurrent

chain schedule involving four links in each aIÈernative"

Secondly, since the stimuli correlated with the schedules

were identical for both alternatives (i.e., a yellow light
for large delayed link vs. a yellow light for smal1 imme-

d.iate link) the discrimination must have occurred along the

dimension of key position.

A second point that may be made with respect to rate
of responding during the FI and conjunctive schedules is
that only minimal changes occurred in the transition from

the FI to the conjunctive schedule. The data from Herrnstein

and. Morse (1959) indicated a clear reduction in rate of res-
ponding with the shift from an FI to a conj FI FR schedule.

In Èhe present st.udy the only phase in which a rate reduc-

tion did occur was during the conj FI 11 FR 50 schedule for
subject 436. Given this discrepancy from previous research

it is possible to speculate that the sr.:bjects did not come

into contact with the conjunctive contingencry" However it
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is more probable that the birds failed to discriminate the

presence of the conjunctive schedule for reasons such as

the relatively short period of exposure to the FI contingency

or to the fact that Èhe schedules occurred within a mole com-

plex schedule of reinforcement"

The difference in terminal link response rate

(i.e., under both FI schedules and. conjunctive schedules)

due to delay is consistent with the previous research of

Dews (1960). As pointed out by Morse (1966) tfre process in-

Volved seems t.o be a temporal grad.ient of reinforcement.

This notion is actually identical to Ainslie's (nachlin,

L970) notion of a gradient of de1ay. Basically both sug-

gest that the reinforcing properties of a stimulus attenu-

ate with increases in the time between the emission of the

reinforced behavíor and the presentation of the reinforcing

stimulus.

Interestingly enough this very process (gradient of

reinforcement,/de1ay) may be central to a statement of why

the ad.dit.ion of responding in the second link resulted in

an increase in preference for small immediate reinforcement.

Given that responding on the FI schedule and on the

conjunctive schedule affected preference in three of the

four subjects, one must ask; in what manner was this change

brought about? In other words, what was the process in-

volved in changing the commitment level?

Close inspection of the sequence of events involved
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in each of the two terminal links reveals some interesting
facts which may offer a plausible hypothesis. A description

of the behavior involved in entering the smal1 delay terminal
link would be as follows: the subject responds on some

pattern in the initial link so that the 25th peck is emitted

to the left key (left. side of Figure 3). This is immediat,ely

followed by the darkening of the left key and the simul-

taneous presentation of a yeIlow light on the right key.

Responses to the right key are reinforced (on an FI or a

conjunctive schedule) by the simultaneous presenÈation of a

red light on the right key and a gireen light on the left
key" One response to the red. key is followed by a one

second. black-out and then the presentation of the reinforcer.
(Since red was virtually always chosen this is the pattern

that has been described.. ) Because of the high probability
of pecking red one can see that all of the behavior emitted

on the non-commitment chain is reinforced almost immed.iately.

Alternately, in the chain of events leading to large delayed

reinforcement, the reinforcer is temporally much more re-
moved from the behaviors that are emitted in the chain (the

exception to this situation is subject 563 whose large delay

\Â¡as only 5 second.s) . Thus, if the gradient of reinforce-
ment (delay) functions as specified by the previous re-
searchers are valid, reinforcement for emitting behaviors

specific to this chain of events will be much lower relative
to the reinforcement of behaviors in the short delay chain.
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The cumulative effect would be that the chain of behaviors

required to obtain small immediate reinforcement would be

strengthened more than would. the chain of behavior required

to obtain large delayed reinforcement.

Figure 9 depicts Ainslies' (1970) hypothetical notion

of gradients of delay. The figure shows that the closer in

time an event is to the presentation of a reinforcer' the

Insert Figure 9 about here

greater will be the reinforcing power of the stimulus on that

event. Furthermore, the diagram also shows that given a

smaller but more immediate reinforcer and a larger but more

delayed reinforcer, their relative reinforcing values will

change as a funcLion of Lhe time to the presentation of the

reinforcing stimulus. Thus at point C on Figure 9, the small

immediate reinforcer (A) is more powerful than the larger

delayed reinforcer (B). However at point D the relative

values have reversed.

If we now refer to Figure 10 we can locate a resPonse

which has been emitted at a tíme which is comparable t'o point

C in Figure 9. Figure 10 depicts the experJ-mental procedure

Insert Figure 10 about here

used in the current experiment during

occuring at points Ct and C, represent

final portion of the fixed interval on

the FI phase" Responses

key pecks during the

the non-commitment and



Figure 9. Hypothetical gradients of delay developed by
Ainslie (Rachlin, 1'970') . The grad.ients depict
the reinforcing power of a stimulus over time.
Points A and B refer to the presentation of
two different reinforcing stimuli. points C
and D refer to two arbitrary points in time at
which the reinforcinq value of A and B are
measured. C" and. C^ refer to behaviors which
are reinforce'd by sÉ,imuli A and B respectively.
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Figure 10. Schematic presentation of the procedure
used in the present study. Poln!= -Cl and C,
refer to key pecks that are emitted
during the latter portion of the schedule
requirement for each terminal link.
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commitment 1inks, respectiveLy. As stated previously, since
the subjects usually choose red in the red-green choice
situation, responses on the upper link can be consídered as

being reinforced by the small delay contingency. ïf one

assumes that the curves in Figure 9 are valid representa-
tions of a reinforcement process, then it seems reasonable
to hypothesize the response at ct is reinforced more effec_
tively than the response of Cr.

rn order to complete the line of reasoning that would
argue for a change in preference as a function of differ-
ences in reinforcement effectiveness, one has only to ana-
Lyze the behavioral chai-n, working backward.s from the rein-
forcing event. If the behavior at Ct (Figure I0) is rein_
forced effectively this should increase the probability of
further responding in the stimulus conditions which are
paired with that reinforcer. Furthermore one may arso
assume that any behavior which produces a highly reinforcing
stimulus will be reinforced by that, same event. Therefore,
any initial link behavior which produces the yellow key
light on the left sid.e, is strongry reinforced because this
stimulus has been correlated with the immediate presentation
of a reinforcer contingent upon respond.ing. This being the
case, the probability of occurrence of the chain as a whore
is increased relative to that of the other chain which is
maintained by delayed and hence less effective reinforcemenÈ.

The decrease in relative commitment may have been
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accelerated because of the initial link FR schedule. Fixed-

ratio schedules do not necessarily result in an equar number

of entries across terminar links. consequently there is a

good possibility that the commitment change may have been

magnified due to the development of a [positive feedback

loop-Iikeil process.

But if the aforementioned explanation of preference

shift is true, how does one account for the increases in re-
lative commitment as a function of increases in the duration

of t which occur in the black-out conditions? In other

words, what prevents the development of a behavioral chain

under these conditions? rn the original paradigirn involving
black-out conditions, respondíng is reinforced according to
the actual delays that are specified (see Figure 1) " In
other words, the time between the presentation of a rein-
forcer and the emission of the 25th initial link response is
the sum of the value of t plus the value of the deIay. In
the black-out conditions behaviors which occur lat,er in the

chain (and are thus e>çosed, to the possibílity of being

reinforced according to different. temporal parameters) are

probably so random (i.e., head bobbing, wing flapping,
preening, etc. ) that the probability of developing a be-

havioral chain ís low. In the absence of a specific res-
ponse upon which the reinforcer is contingent, the only

manner in which a behavioral chain could develop would be

through advent.itious reinforcement (Sidman, L960) .
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An arglrment against the above interpretation of the

data is provided by the work of Dews (1970). The previous

interpretat.ion basically involves the notion of a chaining
effect, where each response becomes a discriminative stimulus
for a subsequent response and a conditioned reinforcer for
preceding responses (Kelleher, 1966). Dews (1970) was able

to dispute the chaining hypothesis by showing that the

scallop pattern that is identified with Fr schedules, stil1
appears even when responses are disrupted by black-out
períods of 50 seconds or more.

A caut,ionaay note should be ad.ded. to the effect that
Dews I work did not concern choice situations whereas the
present study was concerrred with that issue. However, given

this alternative evídence, the chaining hypothesis becomes

an issue for subsequent research.

Rachlin and Green (L972) were able to concrude that
preference changes as a function of temporal- variables.
However the results of the present study ind.icate that in
cases where specific behavioral chains are involved, vari-
ables other than amount of reinforcement and. delav of rein-
forcement must be considered..

rt should be noted that the data with respect to the

Fr and conjunctive phases amply define the limiting cond.i-

tions for Neuringer and Schneider's (1968) assertion that
responses which follow the reinforced response do not affect
the probability of the reinforced response. rn a choice
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situation, inyolving different delays and different rein-
forcer magnitud.es, responses which occur t'after the reinforced
responsett do have an effect on the organismts subsequent be-

havior.

The data with respect to preference under the FI sche-

dules of reinforcement are also interesting in terms of its
consistency with previous research. Herrnstein (1964b) found

that pigeons preferred VI schedules to FI schedules even when

the arithmetic mean of the VI schedule was larger than value

of the FI schedule. A second finding of this experiment was

that the birds showed a preference for the shorter of two FI

sch-edules. Killeen (1968) showed that preference between VI

and. FI schedules could. be predicted on the basis of the har-
monic rate of reinforcement. The important point, to note is
that while the arithmetic mean or rate of reinforcement is
merely the mean of inter-reinforcement intervals, the har-
monic rate refers to the mean of the reciprocals of the in-
tervals. The latter measure (harmonic mean) gives more

weight to shorter delays than the arithmetic measure.

Although harmonic rate of reinforcement provides a

good measure of preference when comparing FI schedules to

\II schedules (Herrnstein, L964b; Killeen, 1968) and VI sche-

dules to VI schedules (Killeen, 1968) , it does not account

for preference between two FI schedules (Herrnstein, L964b¡

Killeen , l-]970). In both studies comparing FI schedules to

other FI schedules, the preference for the smaller sched.ule
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was always greater than wouLd be predicted by the harmonic

rate of reinforcement. Although this finding is consistent

across experiments, to date no reason can be offered. to

account for the phenomenon.

If Lhe present study is viewed as comparing two FI

sched.ules with unequal inter-reinforcement intervals, then

the results can be viewed as adding to the body of research

showing a preference for the smaller of two FI schedules.

The addition of the FI sched.ules and the subsequent shift

in preference may reflect the tendency of pigeons to prefer

the shorter of two FI schedules.

In summing up it would seem that to some extent the

effect of the response variable in the terminal link has

been confounded by the magnifying effect of the initial link

FR schedule. A definite priority in terms of a systematic

replication of the present study would. be to conduct a study

using independ.ent concurrent variable-interval sched.ules

(VI) in the initial link. This would provide for equal

entries into each terminal link and thus provide a cleaner

measure of preference change as measured by relat.ive comnrit-

ment responding in the initial link.

Another procedural innovat,ion that should be con-

sidered concerns the use of techniques which would a1low

the experimenter to manipulate responses in the second Iink.

lechniques sirnllar to those used by Neuringer and Schneider

(1968) or Crossman et aI. (L974) would. make this possible.
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By programming a black-out period after each response the

experimenter could vary the number of responses in either
terminal link, while holding the time interval constant.

Thus, one would be able to precisely compare quantitatively
identical response requirements as well as quantitatively
different response resuirements.
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FOOTNOTES

Technical problems concerned. electrical storms causing
the programming clock to stop working. This occurred,
once for subject 1891, stopping the session during a

blackout period. rt also occurred three times each for
subjects 563 and 436. For subject 436 two of the three
sessions "went down,' in the initial link. (The key
light stayed on; thus the subject was on an extinction
schedule.) For subject 563 all three sessions went
down in the initial link. As a result subjects 563 and
1891 received extra FR 25 training on two occasions (20

reinforcement each time). Subject 436 required no ex_
tra training other than a minimal amount of re-shaping.
The two definitions result from extra experimental vari-
abIes. The experimenter was often forced to decide what
constituted extinction at times such as 2 a.m.
subject 1891 was inadvertently shifted to the next stage
prior to meeting all stability criteria. Arthough there
was no trend and the variability of the data was within
the specified limits, the subject had completed only
five of the minimum of seven sessions.
During this phase and the immediatery preced.ing phase
subject 436 was shifted prior to meeting all stabirity
criteria. rn both cases the subject was placed inadver-
tently on a different phase after only five sessi-ons.

2.

3.
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During this phase subject 563 chipped its beak. This

resulted in a two day lay off and. a subsequent change

in behavior"

See footnote 4"

See Footnote 5.

Initial link rates are given only for those conditions

in which stabilization occurred. Thus rebuilding phases

and phases in which extinction occurred are excluded..

6.

7.

8.
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